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BUILDING A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE BRAIN

Spotlight on Neurome
By DAVID R. HENDRICKS, Editor
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genome expressed primarily or exclu-

organize the data generated by

collaboration among the founders of

sively within the brain.

researchers.

the company, each bringing our own

While

2000,

area of expertise together to create new
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apply all of the
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expression, down to the cellular or
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subcellular space,” Young explained.
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While the exact causes of

hallmarks of the disease. “This sug-
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gests that the initial progression of

known, it is known that some forms

this type of Alzheimer’s disease

of the disease are hereditary (genet-
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companies and we
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feel we have much
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explained. “Additionally, the study
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served to validate our technology,

tissue,

a

since it permitted the comparison of

method of treating the hereditary

MRM quantitative analysis to more
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has been very interested in continuing

ing to discover

to work with Neurome.
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Despite the current difficult cli-

teins, but to under-
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mate for funding, Neurome is well

stand how genes

Administration grants, which were

along in the process for raising a sec-

and proteins impact function in our area

used to demonstrate the feasibility of

ond round of financing. This second

of specialty, the brain,” Young stated.

the founders’ concept for the advance-

round of financing will seek between

“This is a high value market for big

ment of brain research. In October of

five and fifteen million dollars and be

pharmaceutical companies and we feel

2000, Neurome was officially formed

used to grow the company. Young

we have much to offer for companies in

and raised 9 million dollars of initial

hopes to conclude this round of

this space.” Neurome is also participat-

funding.

Initial investors included

financing in the first quarter of 2003.

ing in the thrill of discovery in biomed-

Elan Corporation, Digital Gene

Neurome is also in the process of

ical research. Neurome’s ability to

Technologies, and several private

seeking additional office space, look-

quantitatively analyze mouse models of
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series

of
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the human brain has the potential to
speed the development of even better,
more accurate models, paving the way
for future research and development of
new ways to treat diseases of the nervous system.
There is an old saying that a house
In addition to an equity

ing for around twenty five thousand

is only as good as the foundation upon

investment of funds, Digital Gene

square feet of total space. This would

which it is built. Neurome is building a

Technologies also provided generous

permit expansion of its work force to

strong and technologically advanced

incubation support to Neurome. The

between sixty to seventy people from

foundation for the advancement of

incubation support agreement con-

its current twenty-one.

research into the complexities of the

investors.

human brain, one that promises to sup-

cluded in November of 2002.
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